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supreme Court Has Journalism Test Case
oted Chemist
f i l l Address Kaim in Again Appears
As Eight-Column Paper
Student Body

feSJalmd

. Bartow Is to Speak Student Sheet Returns to Larger Size Inaugur ated Spring Term NYA
In Forestry Building
In March, 1928; School Publication H a, Grown
V o r k A 6 s ig m n e n t s
On Wednesday
r rom Small Magazine in 38 Years
t
0

Given Wednesday

—----------temoon Meeting
plications of Chemistry
To Industry, Subject
Of Lecture
r. Edward Bartow, president of
American Chemical society,
speak on the “Applications of
mlstry to Industry” at a conition in the forestry auditorium
! o’clock Wednesday afternoon,
ause of the train connections
mgh Missoula it is impossible
orange a morning convocation
the noted chemist,
he address will include some of
applications of chemistry to ln;ry with special reference to the
ization of by-products and
tel products of the various
nical processes..
Department Head
r. Bartow is at present the head
he chemistry department at the
rersity of Iowa. He was elected
he position of president of the
jrican Chemical society last
e is recognized as one of the
ing chemists of today. He
led much recognition through
campaigns against typhoid
iemics while he was director of
Illinois State Water Survey,
introduced into the large cities
the Middle West the recently
overed activated sludge process
jurifying sewage. This process
proved itself the economical
effective method of disposing
sewage and preventing polluof water supplies,
urlng the war Bartow was
le a Lieutenant-Colonel and
d of the water supply and sanion laboratories. For his work
France he was awarded the
faille d’Honneur by the French
eminent. He is vice-president
the International Chemistry
on for the United States, and
lember of the Spanish Academy
Science.
Outstanding Scientist
ir. Bartow has been president
he American Water Works Asiatlon, chairman of the Sanitary
,'ineering division of the Ameri Society of Civil Engineers and
irman of the divlson of water,
age and sanitation chemistry of
society of which he is now
sident.
idney D. Kirkpatrick, editor of
dustrlal and Engineering Chem
y” and adjutant to Colonel Barduring the war wrote, in a re
t issue of the magazine: “One
:ht pick a number of men better
>wn in their specialized callings,
they will never influence the
entitle world to the same degree
Dr. Bartow.”

With the appearance of this issue, the second eight-column paper in the
history of the university, ground lost because of financial and mechanical
difficulties in the progress of the-Kaimin has been regained. Looking
toward the establishment of a tri-weekly publication at the earliest date
possible the change has been ef
fected to bring more attractive
pages and larger amount of space.
Printed on the same size paper
stock by the School of Journalism
Press, the width of the columns
has been reduced slightly, bring
ing an increase of approximately
four columns more space than in
the former seven-column publica
tion. Mechanical changes on the
linotype and press made possible
the expansion.
Eight Columns In 1928
Previously the Kaimin appeared
In eight columns before the estab
lishment of the journalism school’s
Bhop and when it was printed on a
contract basis by a local firm. The
first eight-column Kaimin was
published on March 23, 1928 and
was continued during the re
mainder of that school year, the
paper resuming the seven-column
size for the summer session of
1928. During the school year
192829 and the summer session of
1929 the Kaimin was published in
eight columns and returned with
the beginning of the school year
192930 to its seven-column form,
which it has retained until today.
The Kaimin will be continued in
this form for the remainder of the
year. The additional cost in print
ing the enlarged paper will be ap
proximately $500 per year if the
eight-column format is made per
manent.
Thirty-Eighth Anniversary
Thirty-eight years ago in June
the first Montana Kaimin made its
appearance as a monthly maga
zine. Back in 1898 when the uni
versity was in its infancy, being
CAROLA GOYA
then three years old ,the idea of a
school publication had its incep
tion. At that time a committee con
sisting of M. J. Elrod, W. M.
“Daddy" Aber and Eunice J. Hubbell, which had been appointed to
investigate the question of estab
lishing a student publication sub-

Spanish Dancer

(Continued on Page Fonr)

Sehorita Goya
Is to Appear
At University

University Students ISpanish Dancer Will Give
Program in Union
In Eastern Wreck
On Wednesday

Tom and Stan Koch Slightly Hurt
When Bus Leaves Road
Stanley and Tom Koch, univer
sity students, escaped with minor
injuries when the bus in which
they were riding plunged off the
highway between Minneapolis and
Chicago ^Sunday. Thirty-two pas
sengers on the bus were injured
when the machine struck an icy
strip of pavement. They were treat
ed for injuries and taken to Chi
cago In another bus.
The two students had left Mis
soula last Thursday on their way
to Detroit to purchase a new car 1

’our ticket boxes were added to
Student Union building equipnt during spring vacation. They
I he placed by the entrances to
auditorium as receptacles tor
<1tickets.
at the factory._________ _______

Because of the brief period
of time between the beginning
of school and the presentation
of Carola Goya In dance re
cital, student admission to the
recital will be by A. S. U. M.
cards. This Is only a temporary
arrangement for this Com
munity Concert attraction and
an exchange will be required
at the next feature, Chalres
Hackett and Agnes Davis on
April 8.
Carola Goya, youthful Spanish
r ^
hag „eea a sensation

_________
j[ 0S(. jjo m er Employees to Assume
* Same Jobs Previously Held;
Funds to Be Checked

Ask Group Elections
Campus Organization to
Start Functioning
This Quarter

Rev. Jackson Is
Leader of Forum

Magazine Accepts
Howard’s Article

Bates Announces
Sentinel Progress;
Copy Deadline Set

Prediction of Helena's
Earth Tremors M ade

In Territorial Period

tudents to Hear Explanation
Of Forest Service Thursday 1\

slon of range management and Ob- not yet 20 years old she was ac--------'----I borne is the senior silviculturist of claimed a star In Seville, London
i |
Thursday morning will the Northern Rocky Mountain ex- and New York and ber poslt.on ln
i.
.
•
, .
her natural field has not been senshortened to permit a convoca- perlment station.
ne
i at 11 o’clock at which various
The discussion will include the ously questioned since,
ses of the United States Forest phases of forestry that come under
w ard French, general manager
vice, under the general heading the divisions of these men.
of the Community Concort Series,
“Green Gold,” will be discussed
Eight o’clock classes will end at wrote the following to Walter McJohn Taylor, T. C. Lommaaonl 8:45 o’clock; 9 o’clock classes at I Leod, local association president:
I H. T. Gisborne, all of the For-t9.:30; 10 o’clock classes at 10:16, “Goya just started the second tour
Service. The convocation will and 11 o'clock classes at 11 o clock. I
(continued on Fake Four)

Professors Are to Name
Day for Initial
Gathering

Form material and Instruc
tions for the formation »of a
local post of the Veterans of
of Future Wars have been re
ceived by the Kaimin from
Arthur S. Grenier, Jr., regional
commander for the Rocky
Mountain district.
The organization was formed
at Princeton university and has
had a rapid growth In Amer
ican colleges. Anyone inter
ested in forming a post here
should call at the Kaimin of
fice.

Decision of Tribunal
Is Determining Factor
In Building Attempts
Allotment Funds Expected if Body Rules Favorably;
Applications for Structure Were Submitted
Last May; Look for Opinion Soon
Hearing of the test case on the constitutionality of the law granting the
State Board of Education the power to issue bonds for the construction
of a new journalism building on the state university campus began
Tuesday in the state supreme court. Walter L. Pope, law school pro
c e s s o r , left Missoula Monday for
Helena to defend the Board of
Education against the test charges
brought by F. W. Wilson, law
school student.
Wallace Brennan, local member
of the Board of Education, ex
pressed hope that a decision would
be handed down by the court by
the end of the month. The decision
will determine whether or not the
PWA applications for the building
are eligible for the allotment of
funds from the federal government
The case culminates nearly a
year of work, on the projects by
the State Board of Education and
members of the university building
committee. The applications were
drawn up last May. Since that time
Brennan has spent a great deal of
time in Helena and more than a
Walter Pope, law school profes
month In Washington working for .
sor, who Is arguing' for the State
the approval of the applications, m
Board of Education before the
Early in February the a p p lie d
Supreme Court on the constitution
ality of permitting the board to tlon received full approval from
lssne bonds for the construction of the officials In the national capital
except for the legal questions to
a new journalism building.
be straightened out in the test case.
The decision of the court will be
the determining factor In the at- tempts to get the new building.
With the approval of the officials
It is expected that funds will be
alloted for the building when new
allotments are made.

National Youth Administration
work on the campus is being ar------------ranged for spring quarter by Pete
The student-faculty council will
Meloy, timekeeper. The work as- begin its two-year trial period of
signments for all who have jobs, operation- with the beginning of
exeepf the new applicants, will be. spring quarter. The faculty cornmade Wednesday.
mittee of the newly established orMeloy stated yesterday that most I ganization will set a date for the
former workers will assume the I first meeting some time this week, Van de Mark Will Preside at Final
Meeting Next Sunday
same jobs they previously held.
The council plan received the apComplete arrangements, however, proval of the student body at an
Dr. David E. Jackson, pastor of
will not be made until the deans’ election held March 12. This conlist of grades are completed and eluded a year of campaigning to the Presbyterian church, spoke at
accurate data is compiled on the set the plan into operation. Two the fourth of the series of religious
number of former workers return- elections were taken, the second forums In the large meeting room
ing to school.
and final one being called by the of the Student Union building last
Until a final check-up is made j faculty committee of the council Sunday. The forums are being
on the funds remaining- for the | after those who opposed the plan sponsored by the religion school
the work, the list of workers will | protested the manner in which the under the direction of Reverend 0.
R. Warford, student pastor.
only be tentative. Meloy stated first election was held.
that he believed there is enough
A meeting will be called of the
The topic of the Sunday meet
money to carry on the work on the faculty committee this week by ing was "Denominationalism—Its
Dean C. W. Leaphart, head of the Abuses and Uses.” Dr. Jackson
regular scale, howevef.
committee. They will notify the discussed organized religion, Its
various groups to be represented values and shortcomings.
of the first meeting In order that
The last of the series will be held
they may choose their delegates. March 29 at 3 o’clock. In the same
On February 13 the first vote was place. Reverend M. E. Van de
taken at a convocation in the Stu Mark will speak on “What’s It All
dent Union auditorium.
About?” The public Is invited to
Hocks and Minerals Association to
The chief opposition to the plan attend the meetings. There is no
Publish Paper
came from the fraternities. Inter- admission charge. General discus
fraternity council voted against the slon of the topic will follow the
Doctor J. W. Howard of the
plan and actively opposed It. While speech.
chemistry department received
some sororities opposed the plan!
word this week that his article
also, no definite agreement could j
“The Search for Sapphires” has
be reached by Pan-Hellenic council I
been accepted for publication by
so concerted opposition on the part
Rocks and Minerals, the official
of the women’s groups was aban
publication of the Rocks and Mindoned.
F. Flannery and Father
eral association.
The council Is to have, under the I
The article will appear in one of
Killed When Car
proposal, no legislative or execu
the summer editions. It is a de
tive powers in the governing of the
Hits Truck
scription of the Montana sapphire
Part
of
Book
Is
Sent
to
Printers
student body. It is to be a clearing
mines and comparisons with the
New
Script
Type
to
Be
Used
house for Ideas. One of its chief
Florence Flannery, former stu
mines in Burma. It will be illus
For Titles
purposes is to bring about better
dent at the state university, died
trated with pictures taken by Dr.
relations between the students and
early
Sunday morning from in
Howard;
Robert Bates, editor of the 1936
the faculty. It will be conducted
juries received when the car In
in such a way as to shift the great-1 Sentinel, announced yesterday that which she was riding with her
DIRECTS WRITING CLASS
er part of the consideration of stu the deadline for all copy Is April father and sister crashed into a
dent affairs to the students, and to 15.
truck on the highway a few miles
The work on the book is pro
Sidney Cox, who was a member provide an outlet for the numerous
west of Missoula. The accident ocgressing according to schedule. All
of the university English depart constructive criticisms.
i,cured at approximately 7:45 o’clock
ment faculty in 1919 and again in
There Is to be one delegate from pictures except those of track and Saturday evening. Richard Flan
1926 is now In charge of the writ each fraternity and sorority house military hare been taken and have
nery, father of the girl, was killed
ing and literature courses offered on the campus, making 18 Greek been sent to the engravers. The
Instantly.
for the summer by the Cumming- representatives In all. The Inde offset-lithograph work has also
Eleanor •Flannery, an older sis
ton School at Cummington, Massa pendents are to have an equal been sent to the printers. The first
ter, received severe lacerations
chusetts. After leaving the uni number of representatives, chosen of the letter-press signatures were
about the head but her condition Is
versity he was a member of the as follows: one by each school; sent to the Missoulian Tuesday tor
not thought to be critical. Both
Dartmouth faculty.
one by the-division of biological printing.
girls were taken Immediately to St
Cover samples for the book have
sciences; two each by the division
Patrick's hospital.
of humanities, the division of social been received by the office for final
CURRIE VISITS
Florence was enrolled as a fresh
science, and the division of phys approval.
man in the division of the human
A novel feature In this year’s
Jack Currie, former student at ical science; one by each residence
ities during the year of 1934 and
the state university, spent the hall and one by the Independent book will be the use of the new 1935. The Flannery family lived at
Trafton script for the heads and
council.
week-end at the A. T. 0. house.
titles. Bates announced yesterday 619 Ronald avenue.
that the script, which was pur
chased by the annual, has been re
ceived.

throughout America for the past
few seasons, is scheduled for
recital In Missoula at the Student
Until last fall the large majority
Union theater Wednesday night as I 0j Montana residents felt comparapresentatlon of the Community
gafe (rom earthquakes, but
Concert association. _
, ,
•
. .
. . . .
had they been old enough to re_________ ________________ I The career of this artist has been
' ---- ------- -- ;
„p
member the bitter fight over the
•••
|.p <„ [he Student Union building. I unique In the history of the concert
lree Men W ill Describe Tavlor l8 a forester m the dlvi- world in that she attained the top removal of the capital to Helena
Divisional Phases
! slon of fiscal control, Lomasson is flight of success at an age when or sufficiently acquainted with the
divisional rnases
, Slon o
in the divl. raoat „ „
are beginners. When , territorial papers of that day they

Of Bureau

At Early Date

Future Veterans Material
Is Received by Kaimin

would have been forewarned of the
Impending disaster. For at least 62
years
ago....
the...............“
more than
................
* §one| | thou
sand shocks which rocked Helena
were predicted.
In 1874 the boosters of Helena
were waging a stiff battle, which
had started seven years earlier, for
the removal of the territorial cap
ital from Virginia City. Supporters
of both locations throw themselves

Graduates Marry
In Arizona Town

Defends Board

Former Student
Fatally Injured
In Auto Wreck

1936 Relay Queen
Contest to Be Held
Candidates for Drake Meet Rnler
To Be Voted on April 1
The editor of the Quax, Drake
university yearbook, has Issued a
call for candidates for the 1936
Drake Relays Queen, who will
reigh for two days over the track
classic of the mlddlewest.
The queen candidates will be
judged from photographs submitted
by the yearbooks of the schools
they represent. The winner will
be chosen on beauty, personality,
poise and Intelligence.
The winner will be sent to Des
Moines and be the guest of honor
of the 1936 Drake Quax beauties,
who will form her court of honor.
Eligible schools will be only
those who have teams entered In
the relays. The contest closes
April 1.

Masquers Substitute New Play
In Spring One-Act Production
‘Suppressed Desires” Is
Listed for Spring
Production

Joe Wagner and Lotus McKelvie
Take Nuptial Vows
into the struggle with all the logic,
I ‘Suppressed Desires,” a one-act
arguments and slander against
Lotus A. McKelvie and Joseph A. farce by Cook and Glaspell has
their opponents they could muster.
And one of the reasons given by Wagner, both university graduates | been substituted for the previously
the Virginia City backers against were married March 7, at Jerome, scheduled “Still Life," to appear as
one of three one-act comedies be
Helena was that the vicinity had Arizona.
Mr. Wagner was a member of ing given by the Montana Masquers
been subject to earthquakes and
would again be visited by them. Sigma Nu, social fraternity; Phi on Friday, April 3. The other plays
The argument was “phoo-phooed” I Sigma, national biological frater are “The Banns of Marriage" by
by the supporters of Helena as nity, and Druids, university foresty Charles Lee and “In the Suds”
ridiculous and it Is doubtful If even school group. He received his de translated from French by Rose
the Virginia City element held gree in forestry. Mrs. Wagner re and Barnard Hewitt.
The cast for “Suppressed De
much faith In It. Nevertheless, the ceived her degree from ‘the uni
argument and prediction appeared versity in 1934. She Is a member sires” Is Maryalys Marrs as Hen
rietta Brewster, Robert' Bates as
In the press of the time and the of Kappa Delta soroTlty.
The couple will make their home Stephen Brewster and Kathryn
basis of It was gained from the
Phelan as Mabel. The play is based
Indians who had proclaimed the 1at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
on modern phychology, dealing
vicinity of Helena to be the land
William Eggort has taken a post with such phases as inhibitions,
of “the rumbling earth" and
j repressions, and Interpretations of
warned the whites away from It. ilion. In Washington, D. C.

dreams. The authors were prime
factors In the Provlncetown The
atre move which brought recogni
tion to Eugene O’Neill, outstanding
modern American playwright.
“The Banns of Marriage” is an
English folk comedy picturing the
amusing situation of a prospective
husband using subjective bargain
ing to lower the cost of the mar
riage fees. More amusing becomes
the situation when It Is revealed
that the prospective bride Is not
aware that she Is such. Character
ization plays the most Important
role In this play.
"In the Suds” has a theme of
never dying Interest, that of the
hen-pecked husband. In this very
old French farce the husband man
ages to turn the tables on his wife.
The play was translated from the
French Into English verse by Rose
and Barnard Hewitt.
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A CHANGE OF FACE
Typographical and make-up changes in today’s
issue should tell their own story. The Kaimin has
gone back to the enlarged size of eight columns, the
form in which it first appeared eight years ago. Eightcolumn papers were printed for more than a year
between the spring of 1928 and the end of the next
school year and then discontinued for financial and
other reasons unknown. Now it is hoped that the
paper has returned permanendy to the eight-column
form and will soon be expanded to the tri-weekly
publication field and eventually enter the class of

to be enacted into law and carried out as proposed
it would enable young people to wear the clothes they
wanted, do the things they wanted, bring the pros
pects of marriage out of the vague future, bring a
semblance of happiness and probably tend to shove
the older people onto the shelf at an early age with
the attitude that they have had their opportunity to
work and must now give way to youth. An unsatis
factory, repulsive scheme to those who, although un
able to get a chance, want work for the joy.of it and
in competition with others, it helps round out the
picture of a badly befuddled America groping for a
solution to another phase of its complex problem. And
it blends into a picture which makes us wonder if
our ancestors, whether they came over on the May
flower or came over third class on some later ship,
laid the proper foundations for home and happiness
as they glutted the land and raised a few to mighty
financial thrones or if that is just the way of all
peoples of all times. And it makes us wonder if
America after all is so remote from the great social
upheavals, revolutions, which have rocked Europe—
unless chances are provided or unless another war
happens soon to remove the “lost generation,” clam
oring for its opportunity in a-restless, relatively jobless
country.

j

Contemporaries’ Opinions

college dailies.
This issue has been put out by the rather limited
staff of five people in a limited time. We do not
offer this as an excuse but rather as a plea for your
patience with this issue and with the ensuing ones of
the next two weeks of experimentation necessary to
expansion, before the new Kaimin will emerge in its
ultimate form.
As to the physical changes, we hope they will meet
the approval of the campus and achieve their ends
of bringing greater legibility, clarity, more attractive
pages and additional space for material. We welcome
your criticisms and suggestions and we hope that you
will enjoy your Kaimin in its new form.
A CONFERENCE BASEBALL TEAM?
Montana state university may be sending a baseball
team against collegiate competition once again this
| spring and before the beginning of the 1937 season
may be petitioning Pacific coast sport moguls to be
; returned to its former place in the conference base
ball circuit. For the past few years the university
horsehide enthusiasts have been effectively exhibiting
their city league championship talents with Morris
I -McCollum’s store team and now feel that baseball is
idue to rebound to its former place in the local collegiate spodight.
f President Simmons has expressed his approval, of
jjhe suggestion that games be scheduled with college
teams this season and that method of building the
yfesebaH team back into the ranks of the conference
Wgnns a good one. There is no equipment to buy and
one of the best baseball parks in the state is available.
pRfore scheduling the games with other colleges for
this spring, however, it will be necessary to have
Central board underwrite the proposal, although there
is every possible assurance that the sport will pay
for itself. Is it worth while to work toward the re
instatement of Montana in the only conference sport
in which the university ever won the championship?
“TH E LAND OF TH E FREE . . . ”

T owards U nderstanding

The increasing trend towards student freedom has
lately tended to accentuate the gulf between students
and professors. We still find the professors being
interested in student affairs to the extent of coming
to address an occasional student gathering, but there
is the apparent lack of common ground, outside of
the lecture room, upon which these two integral parts
of a university meet. The faculty have their own
club and the students have their own organizations,
and with the exception of the students-professors golf
match and chess tournament, there is no social contact
between teachers and students.
There is mention in the annals of McGill of a
former attempt at bringing together the students and
the professors, with no measure of success. However,
those were the days when a freshman was admitted
into the university on the basis of a talk (in the
fatherly manner) from the principal, in which he
probably asked the applicant why he wished to attend
the university, and a few other such questions, which
obviated the necessity of a closer understanding in
later years. Nowadays, when the number of students,
is far beyond the interviewing powers of any one
person, and when the sophistication of the modern
youth tends to make him frown at any such methods
of establishing contact, there must be found another
way in which we can meet our professors on a social
basis, not as guest speakers, not as patrons or advisers,
but as friends with certain interests in common.
It would not be amiss to consider the formation
of some sort of an organization on the campus, whose
aim it should be to bring together both students and
professors on an equal footing. No matter where
the headquarters of the organization will be, we feel
sure that both parties will frequent the locale with
a view towards mutual understanding. The present
changing condition of the university necessitates a
closer-knit bond between students and their instruc
tors; there must come into being an understanding
which goes deeper than just a knowledge of what
makes the wheels of the other side go round. Stu
dents are coming to look upon their teachers more
and more as people whose friendship it is necessary
to cultivate in order to gain a better view of things
as they are, rather than supernatural beings whose
sole delight in life is the “flunking” of the majority
of those who write their exams.

MONTANA

A ROUNDER
and
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KAIMIN

Exhibit of Ennis
Art WiU Close
By April First

- ABOUT -

Brain and Brawn Are

THE OPEN SHELF
ROLL ON, NEXT WAR! By John
Gibbons, E. P. Button and Co, Inc,
800 Fourth avenue, New York City.
1985... 186 pp. *1.76
Writing with the attitude of a
fatalist on the well-founded belief
that war is inevitable and that it
might as well happen and be fin
ished—until time for the next one
—this intelligent Irishman has pre
pared with delightful simplicity
and deep-rooted ability for humor
ous writing his "common man’s
guide to army life.”
The book is a wise, witty humor
ous war book with a message of
sanity beneath its satire and a
blazing opinion of war bursting
through the light skin of irony to
combine in one of the strongest
pleas against the stupidity of mod
ern war that has yet been put in
p rin t
The keynote of the book is struck
in the opening paragraph where
Gibbons, professing to WTlte advice
to his son for the next war but in
reality giving that fatherly counsel
to all apt to be embroiled in war
says, “Understanding that Mr.
Lloyd George has recently been
making a great deal of money by
the writing of his frank and fear
less criticism on the conduct of the
British Army and its generals dur
ing the Great War that was to End
Wars, I have now decided to dedi
cate to humanity my own even
franker and still more fearless
opinion on the subject, not only ot
generals in general, but even, if
necessary, of statesmen and of Mr.
Lloyd George himself.” . . . "that
colossal clash of 1914 which we
rather illoglcally call the Great
war” was "merely its opening and
interrupted chapter . . . I see that
I shall have to write my own war
book. And I shall hare to write it
soon, if I am to get it into print
in time for the next part of the
war before the thing is on us
again.”

Water Colors Are Being Shown
Four More Bays During
And from our Metropolitan
Month of March
Opera Correspondent we hear ot
the singer who asld, while suffering
Exhibition of water colors of
from loss of voice, “Be It ever so
George Pearse Ennis will continue
humble there’s nothing like hum.”
in the Student Union building until
the end of March, it was recently
Some of my hidden life ambitions,
announced.
Assigned to me In self commis
The exhibit will be open from
sions,
1:30 to 5:30 o’clock on Sunday,
That one and all I hope to do
Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday
Before my younger days are
afternoons only.
through
The 23 paintings are being shown
The first I hope that will arise
in the west ballroom under the
Is a chance to black
sponsorship of the fine arts depart
Walt Wlnchell’s eyes,
Then wreck a camera snapping me ment of which Professor George
Yphantis is in charge. Ennis is the
As does the junior Franklin D.
And give a happy vice-like tweek president of the Amerlran Water
To Jimmy Durante’s gargantuan Color society and is director of the
Eastport, Maine Summer School of
beak
And the achievement over 'which Art and the George Sparse Ennis
school of painting in New York. He
I’ll brag
is also the author of an article on
Is giving Hearst a Russian flag
Then take A. Hitler off his perch water color painting appearing in
By escorting him to a Jewish the latest edition of the Encylopedia Brltannica.
church
And get-the entire French legation
To toast the health of the German
Campus Clips
nation,
Then pass a Republican resolution
Purdue’s charter stipulates that
To scrap the U. S. Constitution
there be on the board of regents
Or get the GOPs to deport
The conservatives of the Supreme "one farmer, one woman, and one
person of good moral character.”
Court
But do these things I never can
Left-handed ping-pong has been
Yet it still remains
instituted at the University of Min
A right good plan.
nesota to cure students who stam
*
One thing that repeal has con. mer.
clnslTely proved Is that where
Even college professors are re
there’s a swill there’s a sway.
sorting to promotion methods to
A timely Reminder: Just twelve impress their lectures on the minds
more weeks till Spring Quarter of their students. One man at the
University of California offers a
Exams.
$1 prize to the person who can
write the best limerick summariz
The guys who study
ing the material presented in his
In Spring quarter
class.
Should be entombed
In cement mortar.
In the same light vein, he hits at
"S. O. S. S. O. S. S. O. S. Who
can do my calculus problem for “Infant Welfare experts” for dis
Dear Rounder:
Why is it that most of the cham me?” When stumped by a stiff as cussing the "type of gas-mask best
pionship tennis matches are played signment, a Carnegie Tech student | suited to children in coming raids”
broadcast an appeal for help vial and at popular papers, "blossoming
on courts covered with grass?
his short wave*set. He received the into pretty pictures of hugely com
Quizzical?
correct answer from a fellow stu plicated tanks and aeroplanes clev
Dear Quizzical:
erly designed for the wiping out of
It’s because seeded players have dent at the University of Texas.
whole cities.”
been using them.
He describes his own enlistment
Found on the back page of a
The Rounder
hymn book in the chapej of West in the British army, how a bat
talion
in France refused to cheer
moreland university, this little
PARABLES OF HUDAMORE
poemette is a good example of what the King simply because the men
And lo it came to pass that at
college students think about dur of it were tired ot having his name
the end of a period which was
dragged in to cover up every pos
ing chapel:
known as Winter Quarter, many
sible sort of stupidity, tells how
I hate he;
students in Jocular mood and
the common soldier should always
I hate he;
otherwise, did finish their tests,
cheat his army in the “small”
I wish he were die.
and did proclaim themselves to be
things for his army will always
He tell I he lore I,
Through, and in some cases
cheat him in the “major” things
But,
darn
him,
he
lie!
Washed Up.
and interestingly skips over scores
So they betaketh themselves to
of
other incidents which help fill
Stanford co-eds may obtain 2
the Hangout of one known as Mc
out the picture.
Collum the Wise with many vol m. permission once a week. Senior
Men enlist because of several
women frequently are allowed to
umes of books which had not been
things which sum up to patriot
so much as Cracked, and they did have keys to their sorority houses.
ism" and the recruits are not asked
offer same For Sale. But being it
The first college paper, the Gaz whether they “would like to play
hard year they were told by that
about in the Mud and Blood.” He
One that certain books were being ette, was published in 1800 by the
students
of Dartmouth college.
no longer bought, due to an unfor
Daniel
Webster
was
one
of
its
out
tunate condition.
standing contributors.
YESAnd lo they betook themselves to
Hudamore the Seer who sat out
IT’S YOUR APPEARANCE
“Make
Seattle
safe
for
the
com
THAT COUNTS THE MOST
side his tent and snoozed in the;
sunshine as was the custom of the mon people” is the motto of the
Fashion Club Cleaners
people of his profession. And they University of Washington as it in
Phone 2661
didn’t cry aloud and lament loudly augurates its new course of police
training.
The
purpose
of
the
in
the fact that they had been Verit
ably Rouped on the old and in novation is to elevate the status of
the "bull” to a career man.
famous Book Deal.
HOW IS YOUR COAL PILE1
Further did they moan that it
Missoula Coal and
Students at Martha Berry college
had been noted among some who
Transfer Company
had purchased volumes of Dry in Georgia may dance only waltzes
’Reading Matter and dropped the and quadrilles, have dates of only
COAL and WOOD
course three days hence’that even an hour and a half duration on
Phone 8662
then had the book been Discontin Sunday, may not have radios in
their rooms nor enter into com
ued From Use.
And so the Seer sat silent for some petitive athletics with other col
leges.
moments while he Griped unto him
self about a similar beating he
Stanford scientists have recently
had taken himself. And opening
his mouth he heralded forth the developed the fastest machine on
earth,
a small steel rotor resem
following tale to , which they lis
bling a child's spinning top.
Phone Your Orders
tened with Great Attention:
Air blown into vertical grooves
Verily be It known that it seems
to the
spins
the
apparatus
at
the
speed
that some of the Profs are hard
pressed, and at frequent Intervals of 360,000 revolutions per minute.
of a few days they do write for It is estimated that if a piece
their Uninteresting courses a New should break oft ond of the rotors
Phone 8171
Book, which they do foist upon the it would sail through the air five
unfortunate student body, and do miles before coming to earth.

|||p i e r e was recently introduced in both houses of
.Congress a bill, the American Youth act, to take the
place of the National Youth administration when the
short , life of that bureau expires and its politicallybiased directors close their books on expenditures
totaling $50,000,000. The paternalistic NYA, having
We hope that the new body, if it does come into
done what it considers its best with a difficult prob
being, will also do much to revise the opinion which
lem, will be brought to a close on June 30.
the professors have of the students, which is some
The new act and its backers, some 860 youth organ times none too complimentary.
izations, recognize enforced loafing as a social menace
—McGill Daily.
and feel that youth should be in school or at Work,
or both. Five to eight million young people are now
Y ou th L oves S avacery
not in school and not at work and the prospect that
By the looks of things Mother Goose has laid her
industry will reabsorb them is slight. They have no
work-habits; their skills were acquired half-heartedly last golden egg and Little Boy Blue can go fly his
or not at all, and what skill they may have had kite—for all the modern little boys and girls care!
That is what can be deducted from the figures shown
deteriorates.
by James Barrie, author of Peter Pan, in his recent
So the religious denominational, labor and radical
study of bedtime reading preferences of English
groups backing the act on the belief that youth is the
children.
major resource of this nation and determined that the
Seventy normal, healthy, cherubs were asked what
nation shall utilize this resource, drew up the act to
save a “lost generation.” The act would authorize the they would like to have read to them before the
secretary of labor and commissioner of education to strings were drawn on their nighties and they were
provide for the immediate establishment of vocational lowered into their trundle beds. Six clung faithfully
training and regular employment for all youths be to the pinions of old Mother Goose and wanted to
tween the ages of 16 and 25, unemployed through know about Humpty Dumpty. A few wanted air
no fault of their own. They will be employed on plane stories, several wanted something else — and cause them to buy the same, and
at the same time do plan that be
projects of a “beneficial nature” and paid at the pre forty-four wanted tales of war!
fore the Quarter's End they will
There is not a whole lot We can do about it.
vailing rate, or for the million capable youths now
write another, and again soak the
unable to attend college, educational projects will be Psychiatrists might mumble formulas, making various Simple Souls.
set up, paying good wages, to enable these young deductions, and advancing corrective ideas. Not much
So take with thee this idea: If
use though. If children want war, children will you buy for yourself any such pub
people to obtain an education.
lications hurry yourself to class
No baby bonds are to be issued to be paid off by have war. So the dryads are doomed to be locked in
each day, and if the prof enters
the babies of tomorrow, no sales taxes are to be levied, their trees, and elves in red and green velvet must with a Gleam in his eye, take your
dance
without
the
usual
audience
of
little
faces
and
but taxes on inheritances, gifts and incomes over
self immediately to the store and
$5,000 a year will supply the approximately half big eyes, while war drums throb in the hearts of sell the manuscript and go away
rejoicing, and withdrawing your
little
children.
Too
bad
111
billion necessary each year. And the young people
— Washington State Evergreen self from school start writing
themselves shall have a large voice in administering
books on your Own Hook, and get
the proposals of the act, which will not be centered
in on the Gravy.
Definition: Discretion is the comb that experience
in political Washington but rather in the hands of
gives us after We have lost our hair. — Selected.
"Youth Employment Commissions.”
BERGE80N RETURNS
Obviously, it is another “soak the rich” plan, aimed
Benny
Bergeson, Billings, has re
toward reducing the funds of a few great investors
The Normandie is almost as big as the Mayflower
turned to Missoula and will re-en
and correcting the “maladjustment.” Surely, if it were -must have been.—Bay City (Mich.) Times.
roll for the spring quarter.

Unrelated, Test Shoi

humorously pictures.those states
men who make wars and speeches,
facing the gallows with a rope
around their necks before an
nouncing that “every avenue had
been explored,” and the country
was regretfully “faced with the
supreme sacrifice.” Under this sys
tem, the common man who does the
fighting would be assured of the
sincerity of the great men.
And so in this same biting vein,
Gibbons writes his “advice," telling
of army inefficiency and army stu
pidity, turning his satirical com
ments upon statesmen’s speeches,
officers’ carelessness, army chap
lains' unwanted presence, and,
without flourish, effectively por
tray the trenches, hospitals, war
time civilians and what he calls
“the beastliness in general."
One reads it with the feeling that
here is- a significantly different
book, laden with the wisdom of
experience, and Te-reads it with the
conviction that John Gibbons, skill
fully plying the sharp tools of
humor and irony, has given the
world a comprehensive education
in the wrongs of war and helped
raise a stronger, clearer voice
against wars, past and future, de
spite his avowed belief in the in
evitability of the “thing.”—T. W.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

HAIRCUT

35c

Intelligence and athletic abil
do not necessarily have any re
tlonship, it has been discovered
the University of Vermont. ®
More than 125 freshmen,-Yt
completed the Cozens test, desigi
to establish the relationship j
tween intelligence quotients
athletic ability, showed results tl
Indicated there is no relatlonsh
A student with a high intelligei
quotient may be a good athlete
a poor one, and a student with
low intelligence quotient also m
be a good athlete or a poor one.

Master Cleaners, Dyert
and Laundry
Phone 2186

There is No Crackle to 3

VAN HEUSEN
SHIRTS
because
The collar Is woven into one
piece and is not “fused” by a
cellophane process. Buy one
now and note the
difference ..............

$2.00

0. K. BarberShop G. R. Dragstedt Go.
510 So. Higgins
H. McCain
Men's Wear Opp. N.P. Depot
u

CELLOPHANE KEEP?

IT FACTORY FRESH”

Free Delivery

Missoula Drug Co.

N e w W ilm a 10c-Rialto-25c
LAST TIMES TODAY!
A s t a ir e a nd R o g e r s

‘Follow the Fleet”
WEDNESDAY

&

THURSDAY

R o nald C o lm a n

‘The Man Who Broke the
Bank at Monte Carlo”
COMING FRIDAY!
J a m es Cagney
—in—

“The Frisco Kid’

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY!

2 Fine Features.
“King of Burlesque”
With
WARNER BAXTER, ALICE
FAYE AND JACK OAK1E

‘Personal Maids Secret’
With
MARGARET LIVINGSTON
STARTING THURSDAY!

2 First Run Hits
“GARDEN MURDER CASE”
and
“THE LAWLESS RIDER”

|

S P R I N G BEAUTY
Sheer genius has created this
beautiful shoe that is bound to
be a favorite for Spring...and
on into the summerf It is a real
achievement in High Fashion
at a most interesting price.

$095
AVAILABLE IN BLUE KID
AND WHITE BUCK

OCG

SHOE'CO

ay, March 24,
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Phi Delts Meet
rsity Track Team Assured
Of Full Schedule of Meets S. A. E. for Pin

Sport Sketches

League Crown
er Men to Engage in at Least Four Competitions;
Traditional Idaho Tourney Is First, May 9;
Conference Clash in Los Angeles

Final Round in Fraternity Bowling
Race Will Be Rolled
Next Saturday

Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Phi
Delta Theta continued their tight
race for the Interfraternity bowl
ing championship by each taking
three straight games on default
series from Sigma Chi and Phi
Sigma Kappa. Sigma Nu climbed
into third place by virtue of a
triple win from Alpha Tau Omega.
The championship will be de
cided in the final round Saturday
when the two leading teams meet.
The Pht Belts are leading by one
game and will have to cop two out
of three from Sigma Alpha Epsilon
to win the title. Two wins for
the S. A. E.s will place the two
teams in a tie.
\
The final matches of the winter
quarter saw Tom Hartwig, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, lead the individual
scorers with a 222 single and a 606
state intercollegiate track
total. Phi Delta Theta rolled high
;ld meet to which all Monteam game of 858 and- high total of
olleges are invited will be
2,504.
ere May 16.
Sigma- Nu— 1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
Grizzly squad will travel to
Miller .......... ... 146 189 133 468
in May 23 for a triangular ]
Klack
.......... ... 115 143 120 378
Harry Adams is rapidly whipping
between the University of
his squad Into shape in preparation Cook ............ ... 162 163 181 511
Washington . State college
Johnston ..... ... 176 170 146 492
for a busy season.
mtana.
Schmoll ...... ... 198 149 182 529
2
Handicap ..... ... 2
2
6
tanding university perform11 be taken to the conference
Totals
....
321
764
2378
...
799
t Los Angeles which will be
Alpha Tau Omega[ay 29 and May 30.
Huber .......... ... 147 164 126 437
Dummy
....... ... 140 140 140' . 420
'onlze Kalinin Advertisers
Grizzly Athlete Is Given National Hoar ............ ... 162 91 156 409
Recognition by Fraternity
McLaughlin ... 165 169 162 496
HE STORE FO R M EN !
Geil .............. ... 160 243 173 576
Henry Blastic, Grizzly football
Totals .... ... 774 807 757 2338
and basketball star for three years,
has been chosen for the right half
Phi Delta Theta—
back position on the mythical allSigma Chi football team. The Seymour ..... ... 181 173 145 499
selections were made by “Brick” Schwanke .... ... 134 148 ISO 462
GEO. T . HOWARD
Lathrop ...... ... 147 147 146 440
Young, football authority
Notice of the selection was re Ennis .......... ... 143 175 209 537
ceived by the local chapter of Wigal ........... ... 186 202 178 566
triangular meet, one and possibly two dual meets, the State Inter
ne, and the conference meet at Los Angeles are scheduled for
Harry Adams’ track and field team which will start its regular
e sessions today. Nearly 50 aspirants drew equipment and worked
tore the vacation period ahd«
1 have been going out daily
a quarters. Many more are
jduto draw suits this week,
aen will be issued suits dur! remainder of the week,
date of the dual contest beIdaho and Montana at Mos•as confused and has been
id to May ?. Whitman coliclined the invitation to comi Missoula May 2 because of
plete schedule and arrangeare being made to bring the
' Normal squad here on that

Track Coach

Blastic Is Placed
On All-Sig Team

imm-Hebard Meat Co.
GSR and SALT MEATS,
, POULTRY and OYSTERS

ortli Higgins Ave. Ph. S191

“Prosperize”
’s Better Dry Cleaning

rence Laundry Co.
Dial 2802

Sigma Chi, national social fra
ternity, Saturday.
Blastic received a gold football
watch charm with the Sigma Chi
crest and “All-Sigma Chi, 1935,"
inscribed, and his name engraved
on the back.
. He was placed in the backfield
with Ryan, the leading scorer of
the Rocky Mountain conference;
Cardwell, Nebraska's all-America
fullback, and Ed Goddard, Wash
ington State college all-America
quarterback.

Totals .... ... 801 845 858 2504
Sigma Alpha Epsilon—
Wood .......... ... 141 141
Boger ....'...... ... 132 156
Blewitt ........ ... 149 137
Gail .............. ... 166 177
Hartwig ....... ... 176 222

157
170
159
155
208

439
458
445
492
606

Totals .... ... 764 827 849 2440

Standings of Teams
Phi Delta Theta ..... ...... 21
Sigma Alpha Epsilon .... 20:
.... 16
Sigma Nu ....
FORMER STUDENT LEAVES
Alpha Tau Omega... ....: 5
7
Phi Sigma Kappa —
2
- Mildred Tharp, former university Sigma Chi ....
student, has left for St: Paul, to
take a year’s special training In
dietetics in a hospital'there.

6
7
ii
12
20
25

Curtain for Union
Stage Considered

2322
For a

Page Three

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

N O V ELTY
STATIONERY
French—Spanish

Floor Polisher
Floor Wax

30c : 60c: $ 1.00

iumiture Polish

Steel Golf Sets $12.95

arden and Lawn
Tools

Office Supply Co.

4 Clubs and Bag

4 Thief
in the Dark!
his thief may be apprehended, punished and your valuables
eturned. But you can't do this with the thief that steals
our eyesight—the darkness itself. Don't read or study in
oor light; to do so is robbing yourself of efficiency and
appiness in the future. You are young now and to keep
iht strong eyesight till you're old will make a world of
ifference. Invest in an I.E.S. Better Sight Study Lamp,
hey’re not expensive — $5.95.

fhe Montana Power Co.

Blue Cydorama Offered at Reduced
Price by Portland Firm
The management of the Student
Union building is considering the
purchase of a sky blue cylorama
from the Van Wie company, Port
land.
The curtain is being offered to
the university at approximately
one- third of its original price. It
was made for a high school in
Seattle but because of a mistake in
the order it was much too large.
The Van Wie company equipped
■the Union theater and knew that
the curtain would fit that stage.
Phil Roberts, manager of the
Union building, is undecided about
the purchase of the cyciorama. “I
am not sure that the color would
be satisfactory for use in the Union
theater, although I can see the ad
vantages of such a curtain to our
equipment,” he said. The matter
will be settled early in spring
quarter.

Of the nine football coaches who
play against Doug Fessenden’s
football team next fall only one did
not learn football at a college or
university. He is Orin “Babe" Hollingberry of Washington State and
played his last game as coach,
halfback and center with the Olym
pic club in 1922. Since ^L926 he has
coached at Washington State,
o—o
University of North Dakota team
is coached by C. A. “Jack” West
who played with Coe college 23
years ago. He coached at South
Dakota State for eight years and
then went to the University of
North Dakota.
o—o
The new Bobcat coach is Jack
Croft who recently was assistant
coach at Utah State which is his
alma mater.
o—o
Idaho Southern Branch coach is
Felix Plastina who started his foot
ball career there in 1914. After
the war he transferred to the Uni
versity of Idaho and was center
and captain in 1920, his final year,
o—o
A questionnaire regarding bas
ketball rules has been received by
Coach Lewandowski from John
Bunn, coach of Stanford’s Pacific
Coast championship team. Bunn is
also head of the Pacific Coast rules
committee of the National Associa
tion of Basketball Coaches,
o—o
Several new rules are advocated
by Lewandowski. The question
asks; Do you think the scoring of
field goals, the making of personal
fouls, and the making of free
throws is properly balanced?
o— o

Lewandowski answers “no” and
suggests as a balance that three
points be awarded for a field goal
and one for a free throw.
o— o

Montana’s team lost six games
during the season by two or three
points. Had the scoring been
counted the way Lewandowski sug
gests the better team (the one
making the most field goals) would
have won and by a larger score,
o—o
It so happens that in the Gonzaga and the first Bobcat game, the
Grizzlies tied for field goals with
them but nevertheless lost both
games on free throws.
o— o

The new rule which gave the ball
to the opponents under the basket
after a personal foul free throw
has proved satisfactory, according
to Lewandowski, but his most dras
tic suggestion is to' do away with
the center jump.
o—o
. A few coaches are advocating an
increase in the diameter of the bas
ket from 18 to 20 inches and rais
ing the basket from 10 feet to 10
feet, 6 inches. They claim the fol
lowing would result: A higher
long shot percentage, and thus
bringing the defence out farther
from the basket and eliminating
many inactive games. Only a
slight increase in short shots and
rebounds percentage. A good in
crease in free throw percentage,
thus cutting down the number of
games won and lost by free throws
alone. Improve officiating and
crowd sportsmanship because play
would be over more territory and
fouls more decisive. Handicap the
giant player because of his in
ability to guard a good long shot
opponent.

Marriage of Forrfier
Student Is Announced

Announcement has been made of
the coming marriage of Dr. Thomas
A. Angland of Yakima, Washing
ton, formerly of Great Falls, to
Elizabeth Brush of Yakima, the
wedding to take place April 25 in
Yakima.
Dr. Angland attended the state
Magazine Will Print
university and the University of
Fessenden’s Article Minnesota, where he was graduated
from the medical school. He has
Coach Douglas Fessenden is two brothers on the campus, Em
writing an article for the July is met and Steve.
sue of the Scholastic Coach. The
article, “Footwork in an Offensive
Backfield,” describes the primary
footwork used from the original
stance, the maneuvers of the feet
in getting underway and the foot
work used in eluding the would-be
BARTHEL HARDWARE
tacklers.
Fessenden has been a steady con Between Higgins and Post Office
tributor to the magazine for the
past several years.

BICYCLES

$8.95

Students at Colorado
Ball Club May Sign College
Go on “Water Wagon”
Teams, Enter State League Fraternity men at the University

After the sanction of the presi
Grizzlies Are to Play Nine Tilts
dent, G. F. Simmons, on baseball
In Coming Campaign;
activities on the campus this com
Six In Montana
ing spring, the former university
University football fans will have bookstore team Is beginning to
ample opportunity to witness the start Tounding into form. All that
1936 Grizzlies in action as four of is needed now is a guarantee from
the nine scheduled games will be Central board, underwriting the
played in Missoula and two in team against losses which might
Butte. Only three games will be arise through games being called
played on fields out of the state. off on account of bad weather.
The positions on the team will
The Grizzlies will open the
schedule at Pullman, meeting the be open to any student who wants
Washington State Colleeg Cougars to try out. A regular captgin will
who eked out a 13-7 win last year be selected when the team has besn
when John Brett, Cougar end, organized. Manager McCollum, who
blocked a punt near the Montana managed the store team, will also
goal line to allow Ed Goddard to handle this team and will attempt
scamper for a touchdown in the to book games with other college
closing minutes. From Pullman teams and will enter the state
the team will travel to Los An league later in the season, if pos
geles to meet the Bruins from the sible.
Several ball players who have
University of California at Los An
quit school will return pending the
geles, October 3.
result
of Central board’s meeting
Idaho Southern Branch, a new
comer on the Grizzly schedule, will in the near future.
Among these are Frank Vesel,
invade Missoula October 10 for the
first home game. The Gonzaga who has been playing in the state
league
for the past two seasons,
Bulldogs, traditional rivals, whom
the Grizzlies held to a 7-7 tie in and Dick Rigg, who has gone to
Havre
but
would return if baseball
Great Falls last season, will play
here October 17. The Bobcats of
Montana State college, another tra
ditional rival, are the opponents
for the first Butte game, which will
be held October 24.
The Grizzlies will meet Oregon
State college at Corvallis, October
31. Last year these two teams bat
tled to a scoreless tie on Dornblaser field.
November 7 is an open date but
on the following week-end the
Grizzlies will again travel to Butte,
meeting the University of San
Francisco Dons on Clark’s field,
November 21. North Dakota uni
versity will complete the Montana
schedule November 26, when they
meet the Grizzlies,in a Thanksgiv
ing day game here.

P rexy Nam es
Representative
To Conference
Rev. Barnes Is Delegate
To Academy Meet
Next Month
President G. F. Simmons an
nounced Monday that he has asked
Reverend George Emerson Barnes,
who was graduated from the state
university in 1902, to act as repre
sentative from this' sehool at the
conference of the American Acad
emy of Political and Social Science
in Philadelphia next month.
An invitation was sent by the
academy to the president asking
him to name a university delegate
to the conference which will be
held April 24 and 25. The general
topic of discussion for the confer
ence will be “Attainment and Main
tenance of World Peace.”
Reverend Barnes attended Ox
ford university after his graduation
from here. He later received his
Doctor of Divinity degree from
Alma college. At present he is the
pastor of the First Presbyterian
church of Philadelphia.

The
First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

Folding Ceiling
Is Being Built
For Masquers

were to be recognized on the
campus.
Attending the university at pres
ent are most of last year’s store
nine. Among these are Hank Blas
tic, who has led the city league
batters for the past two years; Ed
Schmoll, who has been playing in
the state league; Paul Szakash,
who has just returned from Chi
cago; the Mariana brothers, Joe
and Nick, and Cal Emery, Mel Sin
gleton, Geno Fopp, Paul Smith,
Ned Newton, Jim Myers, Cale
Crowley.
Many unknown to local baseball
fans who are in attendance at the
university at present will also turn
out. Pitchers so far are proving to
be the main setback but several
should be discovered in the group
of unknowns.
The games will be played on the
new university ball diamond which
is located on south Higgins ave
nue, adjacent to the university golf
course. The park was built two
years ago with the aid of federal
project money and the co-operation
of several townspeople. It is con
sidered one of the best ball parks
| in the state.
of wood and steel will be covered
with muslin and canvas duck and
painted a light grey.
The structure will cost, when
completed, approximately $35, the
expense to be paid by the Mas
quers.

Novel Structure Will Be Used In
Spring Quarter Production,
Venita Slack, ex-'30, was’married
“Ah, Wilderness”
recently to Tom McFarland in Kalispell. She was a member of Kappa
A new type folding or hook ceil Alpha Theta sorority.
ing is being constructed for use in
the Masquers’ spring quarter pro
duction, “Ah, Wilderness."
Director B. W. Hewitt stated yes
terday that the ceiling would add
greatly to the realistic affect re
quired in “Ah Wilderness." “The
We have a large stock
of colored and tinted
structure will also be of use in con
Glasses to protect your
certs and musical productions as it
eyes from bright sun
reflects the sound waves into the
shine.
auditorium," he said.
DR. L. R. BARNETT
William Stevens, Missoula, and
DR, D. R. BARNETT
Jocko Shenk, Erie, Pennsylvania,
have been working on the con
129 East Broadway
Missoula, Montana
struction of the ceiling during the
spring vacation. The structure Is
36 feet long, 12 feet wide and folds
in the center in the form of a book.
It will be held from the gridiron
with nine ropes. In a folded posi
tion in the flies the entire ceiling
will take approximately the same
space as a flat. The framework

Barnett Optical
Company

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathic Physician
Rooms 8 & 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

Dr, A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Georgia Costigan
Chiropodist
206 Wilma

Borg Jewelry & Optical
Company
Eyes Tested— Glasses Fitted

Buick

HARRY’S
TAILOR SHOP

Is the Better Buy
--------------- --------- ®—

and order your new

i-------------------

Missoula Hotel Building

Murray Motor Co.

Cleaning and Pressing

Missoula, Montana

SPRING SUIT

Phone 256S
______________________
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A trial offer of interest
to e v e ry pipe sm okerl
THE CRIMP
CUT' MAKES
V. A . SLOW BURNING

BY ACCEPTING
THIS OFFER!

“And slow burning,” adds
P o rte r McKeever, ’38,
“means a nice cake in the
bowl. Prince A lbert is
smooth, mild, and.flavory.”

CAMELS
LUCKIES
CHESTERFIELDS
OLD GOLDS

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls
of Prince Albert. If you
don't find it the mellowest,
tastiest pipe tobacco you
ever smoked, return tbe
pocket tin with tbe rest of
tbe tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from
this date, and we will refund
full purchase price, plus
postage. (Signed) R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Win
ston-Salem, North Carolina.

2 Packages, 25c
P er Carton ■ - - $1.22
Chesterfield Flat 50s - 29c

Smith Drag Store
South Side Pharmacy

THE NATIONAL IOY SMOKE

THE OFFER
CONVINCED
MS

We Sell, Rent, Trade and Repair A ll Makes
of Typewriters
ilgglns

Wayne Rasmussen, Lavina, has
withdrawn from school to take a
position in the stenographic office
at Fort Peck.

That Is Why

It is high time now to
stop in at

I GET A R O U N D
5 0 P IP E F U L S
F R O M EVERY TIN

Typewriter Supply Co.
312

of Colorado will be “on the water
wagon" during this semester. The
Interfraternity council has estab
lished an honor code prohibiting
drinking on the campus.
The code was adopted after dis
cussion regarding the serving of
drinks at fraternity social func
tions, and came about without any
request from the administration of
the school.

The Car That Skipped the
Awkward Age

Cigarettes

See “CHUCK” GAUGHAN a t the

ANNOUNCE ENGAGEMENT
The engagement of Velma Mae
Clark of Antelope to Magnus Aashelm, principal of the Belfast high
school, was recently announced.
She was honored at a surprise
shower and buffet supper at the
Alpha Xi Delta house.

Four Missoula
Games on 1936
Grid Schedule

Across from Smith Drug

Phone

5732 I

“ Thao'first tin of
Prince Albert sold
me,” saysFanl Mac
Cutcheon, Jr., '36.

JamesCoit,Jr.,’38,
says: “ I ’ve never
smoked anything
asmellowasP.A.”

o u pipefuls of
fragrant tobacco
ill every 2-oz. tin
of Prince Albert

Tuesday, March 2 4 ,11

THE MONTANA KAIMI N

Scientist Says

Basketball Coach

May Make Trip M fm >s H a b it a t
To RulesMeeting
E a r th
Journey May Help Arrangements
_________
For Games In 1987 Season)
...
T
,
To Leave Thursday
I Claims Dwelling .Located

----------

I

Head basketball coach A. J. Lewandowskl is planning a trip to New
York to attend a national meeting
of basketball coaches and officials.
The meeting will be in progress
at the same time that the finals for
the United States amateur cham
pionships are being run off. He
would be able to witness these
games in which some of the new
'rulings might be tried.
The trip would help to a great
extent in securing the proposed
mid-west basketball -schedule for
the next season. Most of the
coaches of the mid-west schools to
whom the uhiversity has written
for games will be in attendance at
these finals, which will decide who
will represent the United States in
the Olympic games this year.
If Lewandowski makes the trip,
which hinges on how the budget
balances, he would leave Thursday
and could see each coach of the
mid-west schools personally. On
his return a definite schedule could
be arranged.
HELL WEEK ABOLISHED
Sigma Chi recently became the
first Greek letter organization to
abandon "hell week” at Whitman
college. A period of "probation”
has been substituted, during which
time there is to be no physical dis. comfort for the Initiates. Sufficient
sleep and study will be permitted
and there is to be no public dis
play.
NOTICE
Students should get their A. S.U.
M. tickets at the business office in
Main hall when they pay their fees.
Tom Roe,
Business manager.

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

Metropole Barber Shop
Basement B & H Jewelry Store '

ROBBIE’S
A Real Drug Store
523 North Higgins

COMMUNITY
University Students 15c
LAST TIMES TODAY!
Alexander Dumas’ Romantic
Adventurous Masterpiece

“The Three
Musketeers”
With
WALTER ABEL
MARGOT GRAHAME
And HEATHER ANGEL
Wednesday and Thursday

Double Feature Program
JAMES GLEASON
ZASU PITTS

“H otT ip”
A laugh riot with your
comedy favorites
Feature No. 2 is a laughlsode
in the history of the grand
old Irish name of Murphy.

“His Family
Tree”
With JAMES BARTON
MARGARET CALLAHAN
COMING UP

‘Alice Adams”
“Top Hat”

On Inner Surface
Of Crust

Mankind dwells inside the earth,
not on the outside, according to
Professor P. Emilio Amico-Roxas,
a young Italian-born scientist of
Buenos Aires.
The professor’s conception of the
universe, based on his own obser
vations and deductions and those
of Dr. Charles Neupert, a German
scientist, and Dr. Ulysses G. Mor
row, an American professor, en
tirely reverse the Copernican
theory.
Earth HoUow
The earth is a hollow sphere, he
believes, and man lives on the in
ner concave surface of the crust.
Sun, moon and planets are in the
hollow interior. In the center is a
solid mass, the stellosphere, and
what we think are stars are bright
spots on the surface of the stello
sphere, according to the scientist.
Amico-Roxas compares his uni
verse with an egg. The crust of
the earth corresponds to the shell,
the atmosphere to the skin, the
interplanetary space to the white
and the center nucleus to the yoke.
Argues Earth Does Net Move
The sqn, moon and planets, and
the central stellosphere turn inside
the earth, which does not move.
The sun is not a hot, gaseous body
and does not radiate heat and light
in the form conceived by present
day astronomers. The sky presents
an interior cosmic projection which
gives off cold and invisible radia
tions, which through atomic fric
tion in the atmosphere, produce
light and heat.
Amieo Roxas further believes
that the celestial bodies are also
hollow spheres, inhabited on the
inside.

Greg Rice Places
Third in Mile Run
Former Missoula Track Star Makes
Good Showing At Meet
Gregory Rice, former Missoula
high school track star, who thrilled
Montana crowds in the last four
Interscholastic Track meets with
his flashy distance running, placed
third in a special mile race at the
Butler Indoor relays at Indianap
olis, March 21. Glenn Cunningham,
holder of the world's record for
the mile won over the field of midwestern runners in the slow time
of 4:29.4.
Rice has held the state high
school record since 1933. He bet
tered his own records in the two
succeeding years. He is now a
freshman at Notre Dame.
Mel Trutt, Indiana university
freshman was second, crossing the
line five yards behind the record
holder.
Steve Schumanchowski,
also a freshman at Notre Dame,
placed fourth.

Spanish Dancer
Freshman Track
University Publication Again
Knowledge Pays
Man Purchases Schooner,
To Perform Here
Men Will Draw
Appears in Eight Columns
Locates 1804 Dollar and
Gets Small Fortune.
Suits This Week
(Continued from Page One)
trar and business manager, was a
(Contained from Page One)

I

mltted a report, recommending the
creation of a paper under the man
agement and control of six stu
dents. These were an editor-inchief chosen annually at the close
of the school year by the faculty,
two literary editors, a local editor,
and an exchange editor chosen by
the quality of their work. The
business manager was appointed
by the editor and four associate
editors. The staff was to assume
all financial responsibility, pay
any deficit or share any profits
that might be accrued.
Under _the direction of James
Pixley, the first editor, the Kaimin
aimed to "foster true and lasting
college spirit, and to afford an in
ducement to literary effort.” These
first Kaimins contained essays
short stories, editorials, poems and
briefs which were written by stu
dents and instructors.
When the Kaimin made its Initial
appearance It was a paper-covered
two page magazine, having dimen
sions of 9 by 12 inches and a gale
price of 15 cents.
Ylgorous Editorials
Early editorial comment in the
new publication was ylgorous and
far less conservative than Jt is to
day, resulting often In rather
drastic reforms on the campus. Ad
vertising was not always plentiful
and the staff did not share the feel
ing of present-day staffs that all
space must he filled. Blank col
umns were frequently the result.
Athletic news was given prom
inence then as now.Special numbers began to appear
as early as 1899 when the Christ
mas edition was published.
The first distinct athletic depart
ment was started by Editor George
H. Greenwood in 1903. In Febru
ary of 1904 the news of the first
SOS appeared as well as the story
of the forming of the first Greek
letter fraternity, Eta Phi Mu, a
local. In March of the same year
the Kaimin began the work of or
ganizing a student body associa
tion. This resulted in the forma
tion of the present A. S. U. M. W.
O. Dickinson and John J. Lucy,
Missoula merchants, were editors
during that year.
From 1905 the Kaimin remained
a literary publication, each year
showing marked improvements.
During that time J. B. Speer, regis

member of the staff as was Wini
fred Felghner of the university
staff.
Change to Newsheet
In 1908-09, under the editorship
of Montana Boswell, It became ap
parent that the Kaimin was chang
ing to a newspaper. The literary
department was smaller in size,
while general local news and
sports were being emphasized.
The important transition from
monthly magazine to weekly news
paper came in 1909 with Charles S,
McGowan as editor. At this time It
was published by the Press club,
an organization entirely different
from the present Press club of the
journalism s c h o o l .
The first
weekly was a five-column news
sheet under the editorship of Rob
ert C. Line, now dean of the busi
ness administration school.
Massey McCollough and D. D.
Richards were the next editors.
During the term of the latter, the
Kaimin established a record for
appearing uninterruptedly and on
time for a year. It was at this time
also that the paper became the
property of the A. S. U. M.
In 1913-14 the Kaimin came Into
the control of the students in the
journalism school which was offi
cially established In 1914.
With the advent of the school,
the Kaimin improved in both style
and content. Percy Stone, son of
Dean A. L. Stone and now of the
New York Herald-Tribune staff,
was editor.
Semi-Weekly In 1915
One of the biggest steps in the
growth of the Kaimin was taken
In 1915 when under Emmet Rlordan the Kaimin appeared for the
first time as a semi-weekly. Riordan's term was finished out by
Edwin J. Stanley.
A policy of conservative makeup
and newsiness was carried out by
Clarence Streit who piloted the
Kaimin In 1916-17. Streit Is now
foreign correspondent for the New
York Times.
During the war the advertising
fell off and additional members
were added to the staff. Following
the war came the first attempt to
establish a permanent humor col
umn. Seymour Gorsline, later with
the Associated Press staff, Los
Angeles, edited the 1919-20 Kaimin,
being assisted by Guy Mooney and

Coach Adams Seeks Telegraphic
Meet for Frosh With Idaho;
Numeral Times Listed.
Freshman track equipment may
be drawn at the men’s gymnasium
any day this week. “All candidates
should draw their suits and start
training Immediately,” Coach Harry
Adams announced yesterday.
No definite meets have been
scheduled for the freshmen but
plans are being made for a tele
graphic contest with the University
of Idaho freshmen. The first year
men will be eligible for the inter
class, Interfraternity and the nov
ice meets which are held annually.
A participant In freshman track,
besides meeting the scholastic re
quirements, must qualify under the
following times or distances in one
or more events to be eligible for
a numeral award: 100-yard dash,
10.2; 220-yard dash, 22.6; 440-yard
dash, 52.; 880-yard run, 2.4; mile,
4:30; two-mlle, 10:30; high hur
dles, 16.4; low hurdles, 26.2; pole
vault, 11 feet six inches; discuss,
120 feet; shot put, 39 feet six
inches; high jump, five feet seven
Inches; javelin, 168 feet; broad
jump, 21 feet

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

A TYPEWRITER
Edward %osendorf of the San
Francisco Examiner, and Ronald
Kain late of the New York HeraldTribune.
A six-column paper appeared in
1923 with Nat McKown, advertis
ing manager of Associated Oil Co.,
as news editor. In 1924 the Kaimin
became a seven-column publication
under the editorship of Richard F.
Crandall, rotogravure editor of the
New York Herald-Tribune.

at home saves time and
helps grades— call

Pay for Your Vacation!
Take a few minutes between now and Satur
day and write a winning entry in this contest.
A ll it takes is a clear, sincere statement of your
opinion.
Everyone has an equal
chance to win one of these
prizes. The contest Is free —
no strings attached — noth
ing to buy. Simply tell us,
using 50 words or less

$

25.00

“ W hy I Have My
Clothes Cleaned the

“Underwood Agency”

‘Allura-Tone’ Way”

in Prizes!
Contest Closes
Midnight
March 28!

for student rental rates
NO. 12 HAMMOND ARCADE
Phone 2457

is State Inspected for your protection!

J. R. DAILY, Inc.
115 West Front

Glen (Snick) Lockwood, '33,
Knowledge of old sea-going cus
toms netted a wide-awake young a visitor in the campus Satur
At present he Is coaching at Tc
man the tidy sum of about $5,000. send high school.
This handsome gain did not result
from any chance, but rather from
care and Initiative. The purchase
TASTES BETT ER of the Louisiana Territory was
IS BETTER j
paid in the greater part with silver
Here’s the secret of the delictt
dollars of the year 1804. During smooth flavor and the extra goods
of our ice cream. We make it fr
the transit of the money by ship daily out of the finest quality mix i
ingredients. That’s why it tastes
the vessel was lost, resulting In a good,
why it is so good, such a delig
great shortage of dollars of that ful refreshment and wholesome f©
TRY IT FOR SUNDAY
year; only four known to exist at
DINNERS
the present time. In the days of
sail, It was a usual custom to place
SUPER-CREAMED
a silver dollar, of the year of the
ICE CREAM CO.
vessel’s launching, under the butt
of the foreni&st. After some search

LISTER
Typewriter Service

Every piece of Meat that leaves our shop

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES
1. Anybody can enter except employees of the' Missoni*
Laundry Company and their relatives. .
2. Write your answer on one side of a blank sheet of paper,
using 50 words or less. Print your name and address at
the top of the sheet
3. Entries will be judged on their sincerity and clarity. Send
in only one entry. All entries become the property of the
Missoula Laundry Company, who reserves the right to nse
or not to use any entry whether it be a winner or not
Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of ties.
4. Contest closes midnight March 28. No entries will be
accepted that are postmarked later than the above date.
5. Mall your entry to CONTEST DEPT. K-3, Missoula Laun
dry Co., I l l East Spruce, Missoula, Montana.

M isso u la L a u n d ry C o.
I l l East Spruce

Phone 3118

a

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
- " I T ’S TOASTED"

SCIENTIFIC BLENDING

Coming Events
Wednesday, March 25
4:00 p.m. Girl’s Glee club will
meet in Main hall.
8:00 p. m. Community Concert
series: Carola Goya, Spanish
dancer, will appear in the Student
Union theater.
Thursday, March 28
4:00 p. m. A Capella choir will
meet in Main hall.
6:00 p. m. Spurs will meet in
the Student Union.
5:00 p. m. Mortar board will
meet in the Student Union, Eloise
Knowles room.
7:30-p. m. Men’s Glee club will
meet In Main hall.
4:00 p.m. Forestry Auditorium—
Dr. Edward Bartow, president of
American Chemical society, will
speak on "The Application of
Chemistry to Industry.” Lecture
is open to the public. . f

of the season last night in Stam
ford, Connecticutt and I ran up to
see the performance. She is cer
tainly a t the pinnacle of her career
and it is the best performance I
have ever seen her give, and I
think the best program. The little
harpist certainly comes In for her
share of the glory and so does
Secon, the pianist; and they held
the audience In the palms of their
hands for over two hours. I think
Missoula will enjoy It as well as
anything they have ever had.”
Carola Goya's fascination and
power lies In her ability to reveal
vividly and poignantly the emotion
behind the dance. Each dance with
her is a little drama-Tomance, com
edy or tragedy of mood. Thus her
recitals run a wide gamut of emo
tion and color—and run it swiftly
too, because the changes of flash
ing costumes are made with such
rapidity as to give the performance
a really kaleidoscopic affect.
Senorita Goya Is assisted by that
brilliant young harpist, Beatrice
Burford, while her piano accom
paniments are by the talented Nor
man Secon.

me Barn man round a small set
er that had been launched in ]
bought It for a song, found
fourth dollar and sold It to a
mismatist for $5,000.

The blending of tobaccos to secure a given taste— uniformly, seaion
after season and year after year— is both an art and a science.
Every fresh blending of Lucky Strike tobacco contains more than
100 different types produced on thousands of different farm s— not
only in Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee,
Kentucky, Maryland and other States, but tobacco-lands in Mace
donia and Xanthia in Greece, Smyrna and Samsoun in Turkey—
where the finest Turkish tobacco is grown.

Luckies are less acid
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes

LUCKIES ARE LESS ACID!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

FINEST OF ALL

Recent chem ical tests show* that other | | | | |

D llU l

BEERS

.popular brand* have,cut excess, of oddity. | g l
over Lucky Strike of from 53% to 100%.
•RESULTS VERIFIED S T INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL

The extra tonic effect of this
type of brew is well-known to
everyone. It’s sold only in the
Spring, you know.

BEER

LAftORATORIES A ND RESEARCH GROUPS.

“ IT’S TOASTED"-Your throat protection-against irritation
-against cough
American Tobacco Company

